Pro-gastrin-releasing peptide as a marker for the Ewing sarcoma family of tumors.
Pro-gastrin-releasing peptide (ProGRP) is an established tumor marker of small cell lung cancer. The purpose of this study was to determine if ProGRP could serve as a tumor marker for the Ewing sarcoma family of tumors (ESFTs). Sixteen patients with ESFTs (mean age 32 years) were included in this study. As a control group, 42 patients with other tumor types that clinically or pathologically mimic ESFTs were also analyzed. Pre-treatment serum ProGRP and neuron-specific enolase (NSE) levels, the relationships between these levels, and tumor volume were investigated. In addition, serial changes in the serum or plasma ProGRP (6 patients) and NSE levels (5 patients) were measured over the course of treatment. Pre-treatment serum ProGRP levels were higher than the normal range in 8 of 16 patients; for these eight patients, ProGRP levels positively correlated with tumor volume (R = 0.99). In the control group, ProGRP levels were within the normal range, except for the two patients. Changes in ProGRP levels during treatment were consistent with tumor volume. Serum NSE levels were elevated in 14 of 16 patients with ESFTs and 8 of 42 patients with other tumor types. The range of NSE elevation was much smaller compared to that of ProGRP. Our data indicate that ProGRP is superior to NSE in terms of specificity. Serum ProGRP levels were elevated in half of the patients with ESFTs and reflected therapeutic response. ProGRP is a reliable tumor marker for the diagnosis of ESFTs and evaluation of treatment response.